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F O R WA R D  E M A G A Z I N E 
ST U D E N T  C R I T I C S  C O M P E T I T I O N
WRITE A RESPONSE TO A POEM ON THE 2017 FORWARD PRIZES SHORTLIST

DEADLINE: 11 SEPTEMBER 2017 
FULL DETAILS, RULES AND POEMS HERE: 
WWW.ENGLISHANDMEDIA.CO.UK/E-MAGAZINE
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To learn more about the poets shortlisted for the 
2017 Forward Prizes, visit www.forwardartsfoundation.org

They will read their work at the awards ceremony at 
Royal Festival Hall on 21 September 2017. 

The evening will be hosted by broadcaster Andrew Marr, 
chairman of the jury.

FOR TICKETS, VISIT WWW.SOUTHBANKCENTRE .CO.UK 
OR CALL 020 7960 4200

We seek fresh, lively, engaging responses 
to the poems on this year’s Forward Prizes 
shortlist. Encourage your students to enter, 
and have a go yourself: there are separate 
categories for ages 14-16 (GCSE), ages 16-19 
(A Level, IB, PreU) and for teachers.

Just read ten of the Forward shortlisted 
poems on the EMC website and choose 
one that appeals. We welcome two kinds 
of entries: either a critical appreciation or 
a creative/critical response. Full details, 
rules and how to enter here: 
www.englishandmedia.co.uk/e-magazine

The judges are the poet Sarah Howe 
and the critic Sarah Crown. Each 
winning student receives £100 and an invitation to the Forward Prizes ceremony 
at the Royal Festival Hall on 21 September. The best teacher response will win 
an invitation, a set of ten shortlisted collections, plus the new Forward Book of 
Poetry 2018, launched the same night. 
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From the 2017 Forward Prize for Best Collection shortlist
Nuar Alsadir: Sketch 19 4

Tara Bergin: The True Story of Eleanor Marx in Ten Parts 5

Emily Berry: Aura 7

Michael Longley: Angel Hill 8

Sinéad Morrissey: My Life According to You 9

From the 2017 Forward Prize for Best First Collection shortlist
Maria Apichella: 28. 11

Richard Georges: Oceans 12

Eric Langley: 1. Of those from the ships 14

Nick Makoha: Prayers for Exiled Poets 16

Ocean Vuong: Telemachus 17

All the poems listed here are included in the Forward Book of Poetry 2018, published 
in September 2017
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Sketch 19 by Nuar Alsadir

A woman in high heels walks slowly along the broken avenue. 
The boys tangle their leashes trying to get ahead, turn and 
look back at her, then veer up the hill towards the open 
field. The park can’t contain their desire. It pours into the 
atmosphere in particles that speed and collide, cause small  
children to lose their balance and fall off their bikes. This is 
quantum entanglement on an unseasonably warm November 
afternoon, the smell of coffee from Bittersweet that makes me 
bend backwards into morning, the spring of another year, trip 
while rushing home to meet you –

From Fourth Person Singular, published by Liverpool University Press

Our notes to help you:
Bittersweet is a coffeeshop in Brooklyn, New York.
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The True Story of Eleanor Marx in Ten Parts by Tara Bergin

1.

Eleanor of the eight-hour day
Gets betrayed by Edward of the two faces.
She orders: chloroform, with just some traces
Of prussic acid – blue – a beautiful imitation.

2.

She says it’s for the dog but she is the dog.

3.

The Housekeeper finds her dressed in white.
It’s not her bridal dress, she’s not a bride.
It’s from her childhood. She lies as if asleep.
She has strangely purple cheeks.

4.

In her ‘white muslin dress’ she is laid out.

5. 

The Coroner is exasperated with feeble Edward.
CORONER Was the deceased your wife?
EDWARD Legally?
CORONER Were you married to the deceased?
EDWARD Not legally.
CORONER What was her age?
EDWARD Forty.

(She was forty-three.)

6.

On Tuesday:
Fire –
But the Phoenix,
God of Suicide,
Doesn’t rise.
And Edward doesn’t claim her
Because now he has a real wife.

7.

So the urn that holds the ashes of the soft summer dress,
And of the woman who knew the power of the proletariat,
And of the chunk of poisoned apple that she bit under duress,
Are taken to the offices of the SDF.

8.

The offices are in Maiden Lane.
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9.

And in the offices in Maiden Lane,
There is a cupboard with two glass panes.
And there they place her to remain
For years and years.
Her tears are dew
And she crushes nothing.

10.

Nearly all of this is true.

From The Tragic Death of Eleanor Marx, published by Carcanet

Our notes to help you:
Eleanor Marx: the daughter of Karl Marx. In March 1898 – at the age of 43 – she committed suicide by 
poison, after discovering that her partner Edward Aveling had secretly married a young actress.

SDF: Social Democratic Federation, which became the British Socialist Party.
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Aura by Emily Berry

Listen to me            little water 
I called you up      believing something
would arise          in me believing
I could make         you reappear
on my way     to the cemetery
every face was              luminous
as if they knew           something about
the dark                      I think you
were in us all            reminding me not
to despair or if           despairing know
that we did not             lose each other
either side                      of the calamity
we fused                       you went inside
& I could not                             see you
but afterwards                      afterwards
I could see                        underwater I
could see in the dark            I could see
with my eyes closed     I could see past
the shimmer that   separates the living
& the dead I knew there was nothing
no separation                        it was just
aura the most                      remarkable
sadness &                       if only I would
keep looking                I would see you

From Stranger, Baby, published by Faber & Faber
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Angel Hill by Michael Longley

Someone must be looking after the headstones.
It might be you with your easel and brushes
And your big sheets and charcoal for drawing
Snowdrop cumulus and lichen lettering.
Someone must be looking after the railings
And closing the rusty gate behind her.

From Angel Hill, published by Cape Poetry
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My Life According to You by Sinéad Morrissey

So I was born and was small for ages
and then suddenly a cardboard box
appeared with two furry black ears
sticking out of it it made me nervous
but I was brave and gave it a bell
to play with and then out it jumped
and loved me it was my cat I called it
Morris Morrissey it matched
my mother’s Morris Minor

    For the next bit

I was a teenager and then I grew up
I had a flat in Dublin and a boyfriend
he was a vet little bed little kitchen
little towel rack lots of little cups
and saucers and then off he went
to Africa he sent me pictures
of giraffes and of the second
tallest waterfall in the world
when he got back he wasn’t my friend

    anymore I cried

for a week I was also at university
a bigger place than school with bigger
chairs and desks and when it finished
I found a staircase it was red
with purple flowers it had a scarf
around the handle I put in everything
I needed socks and a jotter and snacks 
and took a plane across the ocean
to Japan to visit Godzilla

    where it was

summer and boiling hot and the people
all kept wind chimes to make it
cooler and rode bicycles to the shops
and at the same time held up umbrellas
though it wasn’t even raining
and when I met a man in a bright
white classroom the darkest parts
of our eyes turned into swirls then question
marks then hearts so we got married

    and went hippety
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hoppety splat a mountain a lake
a desert we bought a house a tiny one
at first and then a massive one a baby
knocked at the door one night
but didn’t come in and then another
baby came he cried a lot
we thought he had a tummy ache
we gave him a bath in a bucket
he was just lonely

    for his sister

to come and keep him company
but you were still floating about
in space inside your bubble egg
it had accessories a switch 
for going sideways a switch
for going upside down or faster
it was a cross between a sparkly green
and a sparkly silver the moon
was very annoying and then whenever

    we’d all been bored

on our own for long enough down
you came on a path of lightning
to finish off the family you were born
on the living room floor at three
in the morning in front of the trampoline-
sofa and I heard them say A Girl!
and sat straightaway we were both
pretty and I opened out my arms
and that’s it really

    When you grow up

I’m going to be so busy taking you
to the house shop waiting by the play-
ground gates to bring your children
swimming I won’t be any different
I’ll keep your room exactly as it is
for you to visit bric-a-brac collection
on the shelf the bed your father built 
the letters of your name in neon
appearing on the ceiling

   when it’s time

From On Balance, published by Carcanet
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28. by Maria Apichella

Today the turquoise view
swoops faster, swirls like lime juice in a cold glass,
the bay flashes, tumescent, a noon-time joy, steep to the side.
The early moon a pale slice in blue. Scent of manure and hay blow,
sheep wink, coastline trees like brown twiggy hair blowing sideways.
My David’s a pebble of strength too bright,
too smooth to be flung.
Nothing’s certain but changing landmarks, sifting coves.
We’re aware of each other’s breathing; the Mini’s forced nearness,
the sun catching his knuckes, freckled wrist, silver watch,
his quiet shifting of the gears, dusty brown Topsiders stepping hard
on the gas          rising     high
And down
                  deep to the mossy,
                  valley house. A white block
                  windowed memory.
We click still.
A net curtain moves.

Before I meet his mother
he takes me
among his father’s rocky fields,
shows me how to swindle
honey from a hive.
With a cigarette ‘just for this purpose’
he puffed acrid smoke like an old rusty engine.
A slow thrum,
the sound of tiny drills.
The conquered Gwenynen Fêl
shot up, away into the blue,
her drones chasing like a chorus of boy-lovers.
I had been hungry.
He gave me the first sticky comb.

From Psalmody, published by Eyewear

Our notes to help you:
Gwenynen Fêl: honeybee in Welsh.
Topsiders: a brand of shoe.
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Oceans by Richard Georges

I once tried to hold the ocean
in my hands, in a glass

in the past, the sea
would grind the bones

of slaves, of sailors
into sand. Even the sand

can be lessened. Like us
when cold water pushes past

lips, teeth, tongue, throat,
into lungs, and all is filled cold.

The ocean is a universe.
An abyss consuming even light in its depth.

What word? What voice moving
over its dark currents?

In my glass, the ocean is radiant,
is effervescent, a mouth tracing the body.

I want to roll an ocean
into a ball in my hands.

I want to hold it up to my eye,
to search for imperfections I know are not there.

I map Africa. America.
Europe. Asia. Continents like

opposing parentheses enclosing nothing
except the histories of too many people.

A broken book of poems,
stanzas falling like shards.

Oceans slip out of me,
Middle Passage, Kala Pani.

I parted your legs and between them
I discover another ocean.

There is an ocean between us
I cannot cross like my ancestors did

And so we all remain. Divided.
Like the shores of islands.
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I held an ocean in my mouth,
its cresting waves tickled my palate,

my tongue oared its waves
but I could go nowhere.

The ocean between us has
swallowed the ground, swallowed the sky,

and all of this is only water.
From Make Us All Islands, published by Shearsman

Our notes to help you:
Middle Passage: slaves were shipped from Africa to the West Indies to work on plantations. The crops 
they planted and harvested were shipped back to Europe and paid for the enslavement of more Africans. 
The ‘middle passage’ of this triangular trade is the African/Caribbean voyage of laden slave-ships.
Kala Pani: a British Empire prison in the Andaman Islands: it held political prisoners.
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1. Of those from the ships by Eric Langley

Ptolemaeus the king of Egypt was so eager to collect a library, that he ordered the books of everyone who 
sailed there to be brought to him. The books were then copied into new manuscripts. He gave the new copy 
to the owners... but he put the original copy in the library with the inscription ‘of those from the ships.’

So you can come along and you can scan it:
come along the docks, as are your curious customs,
and you can move among my spread
among my freight my cargo.
And you should catch a draft to drift
to drift from crate my love to crate
my love through freight my lovely argosy.

So you can leaf your dusty tips through wheat and chaff
and riffle out each inky index
through all the silken slough
of all my gaudy textiles.
Flick through it, resort it, recall it
to recount and to your count enlist
my disembarked, my unencrypted holdings.

And so, ascribe each part, just so,
inscribe each piece, just so,
describe each Hippocrene flask, just so,
each cask, just so: of all my all content.
To each a place in place to place
in your exact accountant call
of row by rolling row anatomies.

Now as you go, steady
my dizzying inventories, steady
my whole to holed in hold and steady as you go.
Until amongst the richer sort, my finer stuff,
my love, my weft, my warp, my woof, my loom,
you come across, you chance upon
my books, my textured library.

Like Antony, enlisting scrolls for Egypt,
I’ve weighed up with ranks of primed romance,
rows of charged letters, waxed flattery.
Please read them quick; respond at length but
on the instant, as each squeezed line tips
tight up on the grazed edge, squeaks ‘come!’
and soft speaking means the softly same.

Pinched, each plundered volume plumbs
your depths of cheek of face of front.
The bitter gall of it, from row to row
shelf to shelf and decimal point to point.
You and your low-toned underlings, sotto voce,
unstack, stack up, pack up and off
with those, all those from my ships.
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Your tough customs, your officious vandals,
all horn-rimmed reading glasses
and hob-nailed boots spectacular
along my aisles, through my stacks,
and scrawling down my gangplanks.
So silence please. And no talk back to back
to no recourse to no redress to silence please.

You rogue librarian, filling packing cases;
you rough justice, packing shipping crates;
you vile bibliophile, stealing a borrow;
you unrepentant lovely lender.
Fingered, found red-handed
shameless-faced, each fly defaced:
of those – you wrote – from the ships. 

You with their hollow whispers
of silenced, pleased apology
towing away my textures
of those from the ships
You book thieves pirates book robbers;
you book thieves collectors borrowers lovers
of those from the ships

Of course, I knew your Alexandrian law.
I knew you’d come, and knew you’d take them.
Of course, I brought along my best materials –
first editions, originals, manuscripts –
and must have hoped you’d steal them.
This is the hope, of course off course,
of all those from such a stricken ship

of all those from the ships.

From Raking Light, published by Carcanet

Our notes to help you:
This is the first poem in a sequence also called ‘Of those from the ships’. The epigraph is from the Greek 
physician Galen, who studied at the celebrated Library of Alexandria, for 600 years the centre of learning 
in the ancient world. 
Argosy: a large merchant ship.
Hippocrene: a spring on the slopes of Mount Helicon whose legendary water, when drunk, brings poetic 
inspiration. 
Antony: Mark Antony the Roman general and protagonist in Shakespeare’s ‘Antony and Cleopatra’.   
Sotto Voce: in a quiet voice. 
Bibliophile: booklover.
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Prayers for Exiled Poets by Nick Makoha

  Were you to ask me where I’ve been ...
  I would have to tell how dirt mottles rocks.
  How the river, running, runs out of itself.
   – Pablo Neruda, “There is No Forgetting (Sonata)” 
                            translated by Forrest Gander

Prayers no longer hold up these walls in my absence.
My own country rebukes me. I hold the world on my back.

Look for me in translation. In my own language you will go unanswered.
My Ugandan passports are a quiet place of ruin.

Where I come from, money is water slipping through their hands.
They eat what falls from the trees and turns the flesh to gin.

I am of the same fruit and close to extinction.
My only root is my father’s name. Both of us removed from the soil.

In recent times, despite my deeds, you let me stay
no longer in bondage between earth and sky. No longer

do I hide in my own shadow, No longer waiting to stop waiting.
This rock becomes a sanctuary from which I can repair the ruins.

You have given me back my eyes.

From Kingdom of Gravity, published by Peepal Tree Press
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Telemachus by Ocean Vuong

Like any good son, I pull my father out
of the water, drag him by his hair

through white sand, his knuckles carving a trail
the waves rush in to erase. Because the city

beyond the shore is no longer
where we left it. Because the bombed

cathedral is now a cathedral 
of trees. I kneel beside him to see how far

I might sink. Do you know who I am,
Ba? But the answer never comes. The answer

is the bullet hole in his back, brimming
with seawater. He is so still I think

he could be anyone’s father, found
the way a green bottle might appear

at a boy’s feet containing a year 
he has never touched. I touch

his ears. No use. I turn him
over. To face it. The cathedral

in his sea-black eyes. The face
not mine – but one I will wear

to kiss all my lovers good-night:
the way I seal my father’s lips

with my own & begin
the faithful work of drowning.

From Night Sky with Exit Wounds, published by Cape Poetry

Our notes to help you:
Telemachus: the son of Odysseus, the Greek hero who leaves home, wife and infant son to fight the Trojan 
war and is delayed returning. After twenty years, Telemachus goes in search of his warrior-wanderer 
father: the story of how they find each other is told in Homer’s Odyssey.
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